Life and everything

As recommended by Institute members

Film

K.S. Chung, the Chief Financial Officer at Edko Films and Broadway
Circuit cinema, on the hidden charms of arthouse cinema
Most of the cinemas in Hong Kong regularly show
commercial movies, but sometimes, don’t you crave for
something different? Something more inspiring? If so, try
this arthouse cinema – Broadway Cinematheque. Located in
Yau Ma Tei, it is regarded as the oasis of urban life in Hong
Kong and is a rare gem that shows a great variety of art films
everyday, including releases of some movie classics.
Trainspotting (1996) was one such example that they
showed with great success, and for film buffs like myself,

Swipe

refreshing the memory of this modern classic before seeing
the latest sequel, T2 Trainspotting, provided a more complete
experience. Additionally, more like this are on the pipeline
for 2018, including my personal favourites: Taxi Driver
(1976) and Cinema Paradiso (1988).
If you like alternative cinema, do also consider spending
a weekend afternoon there at their super cozy coffee shop
before seeing a classic or festival feature, I am sure you will
be eager to go back again like I do.

Anthony Sit, Director of the Corporate Inspection Department
at Huawei Technologies, on a useful holiday planning app
As professional accountants, it’s always
good to have a holiday break with family
and friends to balance out our work
responsibilities.
Funliday is a trip planning app that
I recently discovered and it
makes the planning process
much easier. It can help you
manage your destinations,
find local attractions, and get
directions. The app contains
thousands of destinations,
allowing you to easily explore and add
all places of interest to your itinerary.
Holiday planning can be tough,
especially with so many options to
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consider. I personally think the best
part of this app is that you can organize
schedules and routes while planning,
estimate how much time to spend at
each destination, as well as calculate the
travelling time between them. This
gives you a much better grasp on
time management and will prevent
you from overscheduling (this is
important when you are travelling
with kids). The app also includes a
map mode that shows your itinerary
in your planned sequence, which can be
revised easily at any time.
Give it a try and have a safe and
relaxing trip!
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Photography
The captivating beauty behind infrared photography by Tony K.M. Wan,
the Director at Ascenda Cachet CPA Limited and Co-convenor of the
Institute’s Photography Interest Group
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Infrared, or IR photography lets us
explore “the unseen world.” It is
“unseen” because our eyes literally
cannot see IR light, as it lies just beyond
a human’s detectable range in the
visible spectrum between 380 to 780
nanometres, whereas the range of IR
light is between 700 to 1200 nm.
By using infrared-equipped cameras,
we are exposed to a world that can often
appear very different from that we are
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accustomed to seeing, because leaves,
plants, human skin and all other manner
of objects can reflect IR light in unique
and interesting ways to reveal different
colors and textures.
Taking IR photos can be achieved
by (i) installing an IR filter in front of
the lens and then taking long exposures
shots; or (ii) removing the IR-cut filter
in front of your camera’s sensor and
substituting it with an IR filter (turning

it into an “infrared-equipped camera”).
I recommend option (ii), as you can take
photos at normal shutter speeds without
the need for long exposure shots, risk
of blurred images and the need to fiddle
with IR filters on your lens.
IR photography also works for both
landscape and portrait shots. For portrait
shots involving people, I recommend
using full-colour IR, to make the skin
tone more smooth and beautiful.

Carrie Wu, the Business Controller of Parfums Christian Dior,
on new fragrance that can complement every wardrobe
Fragrance can no longer be
described as just some kind of
“smell.” It represents desire,
sexuality, individuality and
memories. It can also make
you feel attractive, fashionable,
confident, and more importantly, happy. The newest edition of
Christian Dior’s J’adore In Joy
represents the scent of joy, love
for life, instant fun and embodies an exclamation of spring.
The fragrance carries a hint of

salt together with a fruityas if you’ve just washed your
floral base that emphasizes its hair and stepped out of the
composition of various white
shower.
flowers and ripe peaches. If
It carries a generous
you ever thought that fraand feminine appeal
grances were something meant
while evoking a light
for formal events only, this will
and subtle floral scent.
change your mind.
With a single spray, it
J’adore’s new hair mist
will make your hair
will also keep you happy
shine and fresh. This
from head to toe, and help
is something that will
you maintain that feeling of
turn heads towards
freshness throughout the day J'adore In Joy you!
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